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INTRODUCTION 

[1] Nova Scotia Power Inc. ("NSPI", "Company", and "Utility") made 

application to the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board ("Board") for approval of its 

2015 Annual Capital Expenditure Plan ("ACE Plan"). The Application was filed 

electronically with the Board on November 6, 2014; a redacted version was posted to 

the Board's public website, and the confidential version was uploaded to the Board's 

confidential repository. 

[2] 

Board: 

[3] 

In the letter which accompanied the Application, NSPI requested that the 

1. Establish a hearing process for the review of NSPI's 2015 ACE Plan. 
2. Approve the Confidentiality Undertaking, and confidential treatment of certain 

information filed in support of the 2015 ACE Plan, as described in the application, 
and in accordance with Board Rule 12. 

3. Approve 84 capital items with 2015 budget spending of $65,638,037, and total 
project spending of $83,627,912. 

4. Approve capital routine programs with 2015 budget spending of $73,097,621. 
5. Approve 2015 AFUDC Rate of 7.23%. 

The Hearing Order, issued by the Board on November 12, 2014, provided 

a timetable for this proceeding. 

[4] A Notice of Public Hearing was published in the Halifax Chronicle Herald 

on November 15 and 19, 2014 and in the Cape Breton Post on November 15, 2014. 

The Consumer Advocate ("CA"), the Small Business Advocate ("SBA"), and the 

Industrial Group participated in the proceeding as Intervenors. 

[5] The Board issued a Preliminary Issues List on November 25, 2014, which 

included specific issues that would be discussed as a part of NSPI's 2015 ACE Plan 

hearing, in addition to the usual review of capital expenditures for which approval is 
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requested. Following comments received from the SBA , the Board issued the following 

Final Issues List on November 28, 2014: 

[6] 

1. Assessment of affordability and revenue requirement. 

2. Impact of deferral of projects on reliability. 

3. Project ranking, prioritization, and classification of certain projects less than 
$250,000. 

4. Alignment of the 2015 ACE Plan with long term planning. 

5. 2015 AFUDC Rate 

The Board reviewed the Confidentiality Undertaking and Confidentiality 

Matrix for this Application, and by letter dated November 13, 2014, requested further 

information from NSPI in accordance with Board Regulatory Rule 12. 

[7] NSPI provided the requested information in its letter of November 17, 

2014, and, as a part of the response, filed a revised 2015 ACE Plan application. 

[8] Following a review of the revised Confidentiality Undertaking and 

Confidentiality Matrix, by letter dated November 18, 2014, the Board approved the 

revised Confidentiality Undertaking, as well as NSPI's claim for the confidentiality, or 

partial confidentiality, for a number of supporting documents. In its letter, the Board 

noted that "NSPI appears to have considerably reduced the material for which it seeks 

confidentiality". 

[9] Information Requests ("IRs") to NSPI were issued on December 5, 2014. 

NSPI provided responses to the IRs on December 23, 2014, and also requested Board 

approval for the confidential treatment of information filed in support of the 2015 ACE 

Plan IR responses. The Board approved the above noted request in its letter of January 
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9, 2015, with the exception of NSPI's response to SBA IR-11, Attachment 1. 

Consequently, NSPI filed the information provided in Attachment 1 as non-confidential. 

[1 0] Pre-filed evidence was received on January 16, 2015, from Paul Chernick, 

of Resource Insight Inc., on behalf of the CA, and from Mary Neal, of La Capra 

Associates, Inc., on behalf of the SBA. No IRs were issued to Intervenors. 

[11] Reply evidence was received from NSPI on February 12, 2015. 

[12] The Board received no letters of comments, and no requests to speak. 

[13] The SBA, the CA, and NSPI filed their opening statements on February 

17,2015. 

[14] The public hearing took place at the offices of the Board in Halifax on 

February 18, 2015. As no requests to speak were received, an evening session was 

not held. 

[15] NSPI was represented at the Hearing by David Landrigan, LL.B., and 

Colin Clarke, LL.B. The witness panel for NSPI comprised of Kris Chahley, General 

Manager of Finance; Eric Ferguson, Director of Regulatory Affairs; Mark Sidebottom, 

Vice-President of Power Generation and Delivery; David Pickles, Senior Director of 

Power Production; and Paul Casey, Senior Director of Transmission and Distribution. 

[16] William Mahady, Q.C., appeared at the Hearing on behalf of the CA. 

Nelson Blackburn, Q.C., and Ellen Burke, LL.B., appeared on behalf of the SBA. 

Nancy Rubin, Q.C., appeared on behalf of the Industrial Group. Richard J. Melanson, 

LL.B., acted as Board Counsel. 

[17] NSPI filed a Consensus document with the Board at the beginning of the 

Hearing. The Terms of Consensus ("Consensus") document, signed by the CA, the 
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SBA, the Industrial Group, and NSPI, is a mutually agreed approach for resolution of a 

number of issues related to the 2015 ACE Plan proceeding. 

[18] NSPI provided responses to Undertakings U-1 to U-7 on February 23, 

2015. A revised response to U-7 was filed on February 24, 2015. 

[19] Written closing submissions were received on March 9, 2015, from the 

SBA, theCA, NSPI, and the Industrial Group. A reply to closing submissions was filed 

by NSPI on March 16, 2015. 

II 2014 ACE PLAN STATUS 

[20] In its 2014 ACE Plan Decision dated June 3, 2014 [2014 NSUARB 91], 

the Board approved certain capital expenditures and issued a number of directives to 

NSPI. The Board also approved the Consensus document filed by NSPI on March 19, 

2014, which was signed by all three Intervenors in the 2014 ACE Plan proceeding (the 

CA, the SBA, and the Industrial Group). 

[21] As a part of the 2014 ACE Plan approval process, the Board approved 43 

individual capital projects with the total 2014 budgeted amount of $21,853,840, and 

$72,275,566 for routine capital expenditures. According to the response to UARB IR-1, 

Attachment 2, NSPI completed or initiated 41 individual capital projects, while the 

remaining two projects were deferred, one of them to 2015. 

[22] In accordance with a practice established with the 2011 ACE Plan Order, 

the Board provides a summary of 2014 ACE Plan items that were not approved as a 

part of the 2014 ACE Plan process. Attached as Schedule "A" to this Decision, for 
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information purposes only, is a status report as of March 16, 2015, for these capital 

items. 

[23] According to information provided, NSPI has cancelled or deferred 39 

projects that were originally included in the 2014 ACE Plan, with a forecasted spending 

of $23.2 million in 2014. NSPI provided a list, and a short justification for their deferral 

or cancellation. Twenty-six of these projects had a total cost estimate of less than 

$250,000. 

[24] While continued improvement in how NSPI presents information in its ACE 

Plan Application is widely acknowledged and appreciated by stakeholders, the Board, 

during the hearing, noted that there remain some inconsistencies or lack of information 

regarding the report of status of projects from previous ACE Plans. 

[25] The 2015 ACE Plan Application includes responses to the Board's 

directives that were issued in previous ACE Plan decisions. The Board's comments 

and further directions related to some of these directives are discussed later in this 

Decision. 

Ill 2015 ACE PLAN 

[26] The Public Utilities Act, R.S.N.S. 1989, c. 380, as amended ("Acf'), gives 

the Board broad regulatory oversight over public utilities and their capital expenditures. 

Sections 35 and 35A (1) of the Act read as follows: 

Approval of improvement over $250,000 
35 No public utility shall proceed with any new construction, improvements or 
betterments in or extensions or additions to its property used or useful in furnishing, 
rendering or supplying any service which requires the expenditure of more than two 
hundred and fifty thousand dollars without first securing the approval thereof by the 
Board. 
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35A (1) Notwithstanding Section 35, a public utility may submit to the Board for approval 
an annual capital expenditure program. 

[27] Ms. Neal noted how the ACE Plan application and review process have 

improved over time: 

NSPI has collaborated with stakeholders and is committed to improve the ACE Plan. 
NSPI and stakeholder groups have collaborated successfully to update the CEJC and 
NSPI 's Economic Analysis Model ("EAM"). After the 2014 ACE Plan proceeding, 
discussion and collaboration continued on the issue of capitalization of routine 
expenditures and ways to include affordability considerations in NSPI 's capital planning. 
Hopefully, NSPI will continue this collaboration in the future. 

An important recent improvement to the ACE Plan filing is the inclusion of an electronic 
project "database." This year, NSPI included a list of current ACE Plan projects and the 
status of the projects deferred in the 2013 ACE Plan proceeding in this "database." I 
recommend this information continue to be provided as part of the ACE Plan filing. 

[Exhibit N-1 0, pp. 4-5] 

[28] The Board notes that the collaborative work of all parties contributed 

towards a continued improvement in the quality of ACE filing, and made the review and 

approval process more efficient for all stakeholders. 

[29) On February 17, 2015, NSPI and parties to the 2015 ACE Plan 

proceeding signed the Consensus document, which indicates that they had reached 

agreement on a number of issues. 

[30) The Board understands the parties agreed to continue their collaborative 

approach in order to find mutually acceptable solutions for outstanding issues. 

1. Content of the 2015 ACE Plan 

[31) The 2015 ACE Plan budgeted amount of $273.0 million includes individual 

and routine capital projects. The total forecasted carryover spending on individual 

projects included in this ACE Plan amounts to $132.3 million, in years 2016 and after. 

[32] NSPI 's 2015 ACE Plan Application includes: 
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• A list, description, and cost support for individual capital items for 
which Board approval is sought. 

• A list of individual capital items which NSPI intends to submit for later 
approval. 

• A detailed cost breakdown of routine capital expenditures for which 
Board approval is sought. 

• NSPI's Responses to previous ACE Plan Board directives. 

[33] The Application provides a summary of proposed spending by approval 

category: 

Capital Items 
Previously 

2015 UARB 
UARB 

Forecast for 
Approved 

Approval 
Approval 

l ater Filing & 
Capital 

2015 ACE Plan 
2015 ACE Plan Spend 

Request 
Not 

Approval in 
Projects 

($M) 
($M) 

Required 
2014/2015 

with 2015 
($M) Carryover 

($M) 
($M) 

Capital Item Approval Sought 

through the 2015 ACE Process 138.7 138.7 
(Including Routine Capital 
Projects•) 

Capital Items Submitted for 
63.9 63.9 

Later Approva l in 2015 

2015 Carryover Projects 47.9 47.9 

Capital Items Less Than $2SOK 12.3 12.3 

Point Aconi Capital Spend 10.3 10.3 

2015 ACE Plan 138.7 22.5 63.9 47.9 273.0 

[Exhibit N-2, p. 28] 

[34] The Board notes that, as part of the 2015 ACE Plan, NSPI is requesting 

Board approval for capital expenditures in the amount of $138.7 million. 

[35] The amount for subsequent approval of $63.9 million in 2015 covers the 

estimated cost for capital items that were not ready for submission to the Board at the 

time of filing. NSPI anticipates that these capital items will be filed for approval 

throughout 2015. There are 46 such projects and, if approved, the total forecasted 

spending on these items would amount to $173.9 million. 
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[36] The remaining amount of $70.4 million that does not require Board 

approval, includes carryover spending in 2015, individual capital items less than 

$250,000, and capital expenditures associated with Point Aconi. 

[37] The proposed 2015 ACE Plan budget provides for the following: 

Sustaining Capital $166.3 mill ion 

Customer Growth $ 29.6 million 

Regulatory I Compliance $ 38.1 million 

LED Streetlight Replacement $ 7.3 million 

Wind & Associated Transmission $ 12.8 million 

Maritime Link Transmission $ 19.0 million 

Total2015 ACE Plan Budget $273.0 million 

[Exhibit N-2, p. 8] 

[38] The Board observes that the budgeted 2015 ACE Plan is higher than each 

of the 2013 and 2014 ACE Plans. 

[39] In its Application, NSPI states that the 2015 ACE Plan, like 2013 and 2014 

before it, is focused on affordability, while maintaining a safe and reliable power system. 

NSPI notes that the 2015 ACE Plan is " ... an important part of reducing upward pressure 

on rates while focusing on strengthening reliability and safety as well as minimizing the 

need for future large investment" (Exhibit N-2, p. 5). 

[40] In its Application, NSPI notes that investments on sustaining its assets, 

customer growth, and investments required by regulatory or environmental standards 

are reasonably stable. NSPI also notes that strategic capital investments may create 

larger capital investments in future years. 
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[41] The Application indicates that NSPI foresees significant investment in both 

Automated Metering and Hydro Infrastructure in the years 2016 - 2019. The expected 

expenditures in infrastructure amount to $310 million during that period. 

2. Items for Which Board Approval is Sought 

[42] In its 2015 ACE Plan Application, NSPI requested Board approval for the 

amount of $138,735,658. This amount includes $65,638,037 for 84 individual capital 

items, and $73,097,621 for routine capital expenditures. 

[43] NSPI, in its Reply Closing Submission, requested that the Board approve 

the 2015 ACE Plan individual capital items and routines as filed, subject to the following: 

(a) the amendment to Cl 41227 - LIN3 Condenser Large Bore Pipe and 
Valve Refurbishment as agreed in NS Power's Reply evidence; 

(b) the withdrawal of Routine T010 - Transmission Right-of-Way Widening 
for reconsideration pending the conclusion of the Arthur proceeding as 
agreed in NS Power's Reply evidence; 

(c) the General Plant Routine titled "Property and Other Improvements" in 
Section 7.1 of the 2015 ACE Plan be reduced from $3,105,000 to 
$3,005,000 to account for the removal of the $100,000 item for 
connection of Discovery Centre to NS Power offices at 1223 Lower 
Water Street; and 

{d) T06 (CI 44976 - 10H 25kV Breaker Replacement) will be re
functionalized to distribution prior to activation. 

[NSPI's Reply to Closing Submission, p. 12] 

[44] NSPI provided descriptions and supporting information for all 84 individual 

capital projects. The total forecasted spending on these projects amounts to 

$83,627,912. Of that amount, $65,638,037 would be spent in 2015. The list includes 

13 projects between $1 million and $5 million, and two projects with a cost estimate that 

exceeds $5 million. 

[45] NSPI is seeking Board approval for routine capital expenditures in the 

revised amount of $72,397,621, due to the withdrawal of Routine T01 0 and the 
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proposed adjustment in the estimated cost for the General Plant Routine titled "Property 

and Other Improvements". 

[46] The Board approves the projects and capital expenditures set out in 

Schedule "B". Should any of them be either cancelled or deferred, NSPI is required to 

resubmit them for Board approval. 

3. Items Which NSPI Intends to Submit for Later Approval 

[47] Similar to the recent ACE Plan filings, NSPI had identified projects that 

were not ready for submission to the Board and are anticipated to be filed for approval 

throughout 2015. 

[48] The Board has prepared Schedule "C", which lists all projects NSPI 

intends to submit later. The 2015 budget for these projects is $63,924,189, while the 

total forecasted spending on items for subsequent approval would amount to 

$173,947,254. The Board makes no findings with respect to projects listed in Schedule 

"C". 

[49] The Board notes there are a number of projects that NSPI intends to 

submit later with an estimated total cost of $5 million or more. The Board observes that, 

based on the nature and cost of these projects, all or some of them may be subject to a 

hearing process. 

4. Carryover Items 

[50] Carryover items are those which have already received Board approval in 

previous capital expenditure filings, but they have not yet been completed. Board 

approval is not required for these items as part of the 2015 ACE Plan, although the 

expenditures will be made during this (and possibly in a following) year. 
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[51] NSPI expects to spend $47.9 million on capital items that have been 

already approved by the Board. 

[52] In light of the recent decision of the Court of Appeal in Cape Breton 

Explorations Ltd. v. Nova Scotia (Attorney General), 2015 NSCA 35, the Board 

anticipates that, in this category, capital spending previously approved for the South 

Canoe project (except Network Upgrades) will not be included in rate base, unless 

otherwise authorized. 

5. Items Less Than $250,000 

[53] In accordance with s. 35 of the Act, Board approval is not required for 

capital expenditures of less than $250,000. The proposed spending on such projects in 

2015 is $12,250,090. 

6. Point Aconi Generating Station 

[54] Pursuant to s. 36 of the Act, the Board has no jurisdiction to consider 

expenditures related to the Point Aconi Generating Station. Details of these costs 

provided in the 2015 ACE Plan are for information purposes only. 

[55] The proposed 2015 capital spending on the Point Aconi Generating 

Station includes $9,657,378 for new individual projects, $447,291 for routines, and 

$148,204 on carryover spending, for a total of $10,252,873. 

7. Routine Capital Expenditures/Program 

[56] Routine capital expenditures include "recurring annual expenditures as 

described in the CEJC for replacement of equipment (like-for-like replacement), 

additions to existing equipment base resulting from system growth and addition of 

customers to the system" [Exhibit N-2, p. 60]. 
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[57] The four major categories of Routines are Generation, Transmission, 

Distribution and General Plant. The Company provided details of Sub-Routines in each 

category, including the type and estimated budget. 

[58] NSPI had originally requested Board approval for its routine capital 

program in the amount of $73,097,621, exclusive of Point Aconi routine spending of 

$447,291. 

[59] In response to Ms. Neal's concerns, in the Consensus document NSPI 

agreed to withdraw its request for the approval of Routine T01 0 - Transmission Right-of

Way Widening, pending the conclusion of the Board's Post-tropical Storm Arthur 

proceeding. According to the Application, the estimated cost for this project was 

$600,000. 

[60] Mr. Sidebottom noted, under the General Plant Routine titled "Property 

Improvements and Furniture", the removal of the $100,000 item for connection of the 

Discovery Centre to NSPI's offices at 1223 Lower Water Street. 

[61] As a result of the above adjustments, NSPI is seeking Board approval for 

its 2015 routine capital program in the adjusted amount of $72,397,621. 

[62] The Board notes that the proposed 2015 routine capital expenditures 

budget is similar to actual routine spending in the past few years. 

[63] The Board approves NSPI's 2015 routine capital expenditures in the 

revised amount of $72,397,621. 
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IV TERMS OF CONSENSUS 

[64] NSPI filed the Consensus document, signed by the CA, the SBA, the 

Industrial Group and NSPI, with the Board on February 18, 2015, at the opening of the 

hearing. It provides that the parties: 

... have agreed to an approach for resolution of issues as between them related to the 
proceeding before the UARB for the approval of the 2015 ACE Plan, as reflected in this 
Terms of Consensus (collectively, NS Power, CA, SBA and IG will be referred to as the 
"Parties"). 

NOW THEREFORE, the Parties agree as follows: 

1. Based on the record currently before the UARB, including NS Power's Reply 
Evidence, the Parties do not oppose the projects submitted for approval by NS Power 
in the 2015 ACE Plan, subject to: 

(a) NS Power withdrawing Routine T01 0 - Transmission Right-of-Way Widening 
pending the conclusion of the Post-tropical Storm Arthur proceeding (identified as 
M06321) before the UARB. 

The Parties reserve the right to amend their position based on any further evidence in 
the 2015 ACE Plan proceeding. 

2. NS Power will not make any changes to the CEJC without first discussing those 
changes with interested stakeholders and submitting the changes to the UARB for 
approval. 

3. In future ACE Plans, NS Power will provide the most recent quarterly capital report, 
updated with ACE Plan data, in place of the electronic database provided in 2015 
ACE Plan. 

4. As part of the reliability directive in future ACE Plans, NS Power will provide 
additional information regarding its plans for replacement of aging transmission and 
distribution equipment in accordance with the following recommendation on this 
matter made by the SBA's consultant, Mary Neal, at page 12 of her evidence in this 
proceeding dated January 16, 2015: 
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5. As part of the reliability directive in future ACE Plans, NS Power will provide an 
update on its storm performance and related capital investment strategies to improve 
storm performance. 

6. The Parties will defer discussion of the CA's recommendations for the 2016 ACE 
Plan regarding the treatment of administrative overhead and the methodology for 
calculating replacement energy costs in its Economic Analysis Models ("EAMs") to a 
separate stakeholder consultation process wherein NS Power will meet with 
interested stakeholders and their consultants, in order to receive any further input 
they may have on this issue for consideration in future ACE Plans. This stakeholder 
consultation process will begin within 30 days of the Board issuing its decision in this 
matter. 

7. In future ACE Plans, NS Power will update the EAMs to provide a five (5) year 
forecast of unit capacity factors and replacement energy costs. In addition, NS Power 
will also engage with interested stakeholders on the appropriateness and method(s) 
of forecasting or extrapolating replacement energy costs for the time period past five 
(5) years for projects with EAMs that have payback periods of more than five (5) 
years. This stakeholder consultation process will begin within 30 days of the Board 
issuing its decision in this matter. 

8. NS Power will also engage with interested stakeholders on the issue of NS Power 
including information in future ACE Plans to show how its long-term planning 
assumptions regarding projections of sustaining capital investment in existing thermal 
plants presented in the IRP and future ACE Plans are consistent. This stakeholder 
consultation process will begin within 30 days of the Board Issuing its decision in this 
matter. 

9. In the 2016 ACE Plan, NS Power will continue to Include fixed cost recoveries In the 
revenue requirement directive as an offsetting effect along with the effect of 
depreciation. However, NS Power will more clearly delineate these Items so that the 
before and after revenue requirement can be easily ascertained. NS Power will 
provide draft versions of this directive to interested stakeholders for their review and 
comment. This stakeholder consultation process will begin within 30 days of the 
Board issuing its decision in this matter. 

10. For the issues where Parties have agreed to review using a consultation model, if 
consensus cannot be achieved through the consultation process, NS Power will bring 
the issue back to the UARB with sufficient time to allow for direction from the UARB 
prior to NS Powers submission of the 2016 ACE Plan. 

[Exhibit N-17, pp. 1-3] 

Mr. Sidebottom, in delivering the NSPI Opening Statement at the hearing, 

acknowledged the Terms of Consensus, saying: 
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As between the parties, the Terms of Consensus serves to resolve all but one issue, an 
issue that is described in the Small Business Advocate's opening statement and that will 
be canvassed during this hearing. These Terms of Consensus continue to build on the 
collaborative stakeholder engagement process and, collectively, will positively impact the 
quality of the Annual Capital Expenditure Plans for years to come. 

[Transcript, p. 32] 

[66] Mr. Mahody noted three policy issues raised by Mr. Chernick which were 

addressed by the Terms of Consensus. The CA supported the consultative process 

and recommended that the Board adopt the Terms of Consensus. 

[67] The SBA requested that the Board approve the Terms of Consensus. The 

SBA stated that the document addresses most of the recommendations put forward in 

the evidence of its expert witness, Ms. Neal. Mr. Blackburn said: 

However, there remains one outstanding issue between the SBA and NSPI relating to the 
SBA's request; that NSPI develop a baseline projection of overall rates or total cost of 
electricity to be presented as part of the ACE Plan filing in relation to this issue, and any 
additional questions resulting from the Terms of Consensus. 

[Transcript, p. 14] 

[68] Mr. Blackburn went on to say that the information that this 

recommendation would provide " ... would be a useful planning tool for capital planning", 

but said that NSPI considers this to be outside of the scope of this matter. He urged the 

Board to direct NSPI: 

... to develop a 1 0-year baseline projection of NSPI's total rates or total cost of electricity 
to be presented in its ACE Plan filings, in addition to the revenue requirements already 
included. 

[Transcript, p. 20] 

[69] Ms. Rubin did not file or present an Opening Statement, but confirmed the 

participation of the Industrial Group in the process which led to the Terms of Consensus 

and its support for the agreement. 

Findings 

[70] The Board, in a previous decision, set out the principles it applies in its 

consideration of Settlement Agreements/Consensus documents: 
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[12] The Board's Regulatory Rules facilitate settlement discussions. The 
Board welcomes and appreciates the efforts of parties to, in good faith , settle issues, 
even where, as sometimes happens, a settlement cannot be ultimately achieved. 

[13] Where, as here, the Agreement is supported by representatives of all of 
the customer classes , the Board can have confidence that the Agreement is in the public 
interest. 

[14] Customers of NSPI and members of the public are, perhaps 
understandably, wary of the settlement process. Many of those customers and members 
of the public may not appreciate that by the time the hearing commences 80% of the rate 
hearing process has already happened. NSPI filed extensive evidence, as required by 
the Board, to support its rate request. Interested parties and Board Staff asked NSPI 
many hundreds of written questions (Information Requests) , to which responses were 
filed. 

[15] All of the parties who chose to do so filed evidence, including expert 
evidence. Written questions (Information Requests) have been asked of and answered 
by interested parties who filed evidence. NSPI filed reply evidence. As noted, all of this 
happened before the hearing was scheduled to begin so that the parties and the Board 
are well informed about the case in advance of any oral public hearing. 

[16] The public can rest assured that the Board Members hearing the matter 
have also thoroughly reviewed all of the material in advance of coming to a decision as to 
whether to approve the Agreement as being in the public interest. 

[17] Settlement agreements, while relatively new in regulatory matters before 
the Board, are common in the litigation process. Within the Board's adjudicative 
mandate, for example, assessment appeals, planning appeals and other matters are 
often settled. In the civil courts of Nova Scotia, a much higher percentage of cases are 
settled than go to trial. 

[18] That is not to say that the Board would hesitate to reject a settlement 
agreement it did not consider to be in the public interest, however, it should be 
understood that a properly supported settlement is a success of the regulatory process, 
not a failure. 

[Re Nova Scotia Power Inc., 2008 NSUARB 140] 

The Consensus document represents resolution of the majority of the 

issues identified in the Final Issues List. It is a negotiated agreement between all the 

parties represented at the hearing. It has incorporated all but one of the 

recommendations from Ms. Neal, the SBA's consultant, as well as the policy 

considerations raised by Mr. Chernick, the CA's consultant. 

[72] The Board observes, however, that the Consensus document did not refer 

to the approval of the allowance for funds utilized during construction ("AFUDC") rate 
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sought by NSPI. This issue was canvassed at the hearing and is addressed later in this 

Decision. 

[73] The Consensus document did not directly include the issue of 

"Assessment of Affordability and Revenue Requirement" which was also identified on 

the Final Issues List and canvassed at the hearing. This is discussed later in this 

Decision. 

[74] The Board noted at the hearing that, under Item 3 of the Terms of 

Consensus, NSPI " ... will provide the most recent quarterly capital report, updated with 

ACE Plan data, in place of the electronic database ... " 

[75] According to the Opening Statement of the SBA, and the evidence of Ms. 

Neal, the Board understood that they sought continuation of the electronic database. 

Mr. Sidebottom stated, in response to the Board, that the intent is to continue or refresh 

the electronic database. The Board considers this would be helpful to the parties in 

reviewing future ACE Plans. 

[76] The Board has considered the evidence and the Consensus document 

which is supported by all parties to the Application. The Board accepts the 

recommendation of the parties and approves the Consensus document as filed. 

[77] In response to questions from the Board with respect to Item 10 of the 

Terms of Consensus, NSPI agreed that, should an issue be required to be referred to 

the Board due to a lack of consensus through consultations, the reference to the Board 

would be made by June 15, 2015. This would enable sufficient time for the Board to 

provide any required direction prior to the filing of the 2016 ACE Plan, expected in early 

November, 2015. 
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V OTHER MATIERS 

1. 2015 Capitalization Rate/AFDUC 

[78] When capital projects occur over a period of time, the costs to finance 

them are added. These capitalization costs are referred to as an AFUDC. 

[79] NSPI requested Board approval for a revised 2015 AFUDC rate of 7.19%, 

reduced from the current rate of 7.78%, approved in the last General Rate Application 

("GRA"). This rate is lower than NSPI's initial ACE Plan request of 7.23% due to 

updated interest projections. In response to U-1, NSPI reduced its interest rate forecast 

from 5.85% to 4.3%. NSPI calculated that a 0.01% difference in the total AFUDC rate 

represents a $7,000 impact to the requested $273 million ACE Plan Budget. The 

AFUDC rate is also used in the calculation of carrying charges for other financial 

transactions of NSPI. 

[80] Both the CA and the Industrial Group agreed, in their closing submissions, 

that the Board should reflect NSPI's revised projections in establishing the AFUDC rate. 

Findings 

[81] In the case of AFUDC, the Board is considering the capitalization of costs 

that would ordinarily be expensed. If the allowed AFUDC is higher than the actual 

amount, it means that today's ratepayers benefit at the expense of the future 

ratepayers. The reverse is true if the actual amount is more than the AFUDC rate. This 

violates the inter-generational principle of rate making. 

[82] The current AFUDC rate was established as part of the total revenue 

requirement agreed to in the last General Rate Application by participants through a 
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settlement agreement. The Board agrees that NSPI's current assumptions about 

interest rates are lower than had been previously projected. 

[83] The Board therefore finds, for the 2015 capital expenditures, the AFUDC 

should be set at the recent estimated cost of capital. The AFUDC, for capital 

expenditures only, is set at 7.19%. 

2. Assessment of Affordability & Revenue Requirement 

[84] In response to a 2011 Board Directive, NSPI, starting with the 2012 ACE 

Plan Application, has been developing and enhancing a revenue requirement model. 

For this ACE Plan, the revenue requirement model for the capital expenditures is the 

most detailed and comprehensive to date. 

[85] The Consensus document did not comment upon the model or how it may 

inform the parties in developing responses to this item on the Final Issues List. 

[86] The SBA requested that NSPI update its revenue requirement model to 

provide at least a ten year total rate outlook as part of future ACE plan filings. NSPI is 

prepared to calculate a five-year model. 

Findi!'lgs 

[87] Quantifying the trend of capital investments in excess of current 

depreciation is useful in assessing the impact on future rates, but given this is only one 

element of the revenue requirement, it does not provide a complete picture. The 

increasingly complex analysis that is now being applied is becoming a re-casting of a 

rate case, although in an incomplete manner. 

[88] The Board finds that the increased complexity of the revenue requirement 

model comes at the cost of understanding its purpose. The model, in itself, should not 
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be seen as a prediction of accurate future rates; rather, it should only be seen as 

indicating the cost pressures that capital expenditures have on future rates. 

[89] NSPI should continue its consultations with stakeholders on how to 

simplify the goal, and calculation, of the revenue requirement model, using a five-year 

projection. 

3. Project Ranking and CEJC 

[90] In the 2015 ACE Plan Application, NSPI used a new ranking system to 

prioritize generation projects, described thus: 

NS Power has begun to use a ranking method that is different than previous years. As 
opposed to the rating scale from 1-9, a two axis method has been deployed for all Hydro, 
Steam and Combustion Turbine assets which results in a final ranking of 1-25. Ranking 
(now called risk) is developed by determining the "Criticality'' (ranked 1-5) and "Condition" 
(ranked 1-5) of each asset and multiplying the two to determine the overall risk. 

This exercise is conducted for all equipment within like asset classes such that the risk 
profile for the entire asset class can be calculated. For complex asset classes (Turbines 
and Generators) many elements are risk profiled such that an analysis of many aspects 
of the asset can be conducted to determine which projects are to be brought forward. 
This approach represents best in industry practice as it is related to determination of risk 
and mitigating measures. 

[Exhibit N-2, p. 89] 

[91] The Board noted at the hearing that not only was this method different 

from the ranking in other categories of expenditures, such as transmission and 

distribution, but it was not part of the current Capital Expenditure Justification Criteria 

("CEJC"). 

[92] At the hearing, Mr. Ferguson confirmed that NSPI would be revising the 

CEJC for the Board's consideration after discussing the change in ranking methodology 

with stakeholders. 

[93] The Board observes that the Terms of Consensus provide that NSPI will 

not make changes to the CEJC without first discussing them with stakeholders. The 

Board queried whether this would extend to any changes in methodology used in future 
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ACE Plan applications. Mr. Ferguson said that would be so," ... to the extent an issue is 

addressed in the CEJC ... " 

Findings 

[94] The Board directs NSPI to discuss any changes to the CEJC, including 

the change in ranking for generation projects used in this ACE Plan, and any changes 

for future ACE Plan methodologies, with stakeholders before submitting them to the 

Board. Further, the Board directs that NSPI is not to use any change in ranking 

methodologies without prior Board approval. 

[95] NSPI is directed to make application to the Board on or before June 15, 

2015, for amendment of the CEJC regarding the change in ranking for generation 

projects in this ACE Plan. 

4. LED Streetlights 

[96] The ACE Plan includes project Cl#40320 LED Streetlight Conversions for 

subsequent approval from the Board with an estimated project cost of $40,609,354. 

[97] In the response to Board IR-20, NSPI noted that approximately 20,000 

LED streetlights have been installed as of the end of November 2014. The cost of 

these replacements, including inventory of 2,500 units, is $18,861,029. This amount is 

offset by $4,303,000 due to transfer of ownership for some lights to municipalities with a 

net cost of $14,538,029. 

[98] The Board explored NSPI's failure to submit this project earlier for 

approval: 

THE CHAIR: ... 1 guess first of all, why has this project not come to the Board for 
approval in a timely manner? 
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MR. SIDEBOTTOM: It's very close to coming now. We're just in the final strokes of it, 
but it's been complicated by working with so many stakeholders. It's just taking longer 
than we would have anticipated. 

THE CHAIR: By that you mean the municipalities? 

MR. SIDEBOTTOM: Absolutely. 

THE CHAIR: Okay. Have any of the expenditures to date been included in rate base? 
That may not be your question. Mr. Chahley? 

MR. CHAHLEY:Yes, they would have been. 

THE CHAIR: All of the expenditures relating to it at this point, or only a portion or ---

MR. CHAHLEY: I believe all of them would be. 
[Transcript, pp. 128-129] 

[99] The Board notes that NSPI has already expended a substantial amount on 

LED streetlights and has included these amounts in rate base prior to Board approval. 

The Board has reminded NSPI in a number of recent matters that the Act does not 

permit the inclusion of capital spending in rate base prior to Board approval. The Board 

directs NSPI to include in its LED capital work order the impact this has had on 

earnings. 

[1 00] Since the Board has a number of concerns with this project, the Board 

expects to see a capital work order for LED streetlights in the near future . 

5. Consultative Process 

[1 01] The parties support the use of a consultative process to deal with 

discussions necessitated under the Terms of Consensus. The CA noted that the 

involvement of Board staff in the consultations would be welcome as, in past 

consultations, this has proved helpful. 

[1 02] The Board agrees that NSPI should lead the consultative process, as 

suggested by the parties. As the Board is concerned about maintaining staff neutrality, 

Board staff and Counsel will participate as appropriate. 
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VI SUMMARY 

[1 03] NSPI filed its 2015 ACE Plan Application seeking approval of capital 

investment spending of $138.7 million, with forecast spending of $63.9 million, which 

includes individual and routine capital projects. 

[1 04] At the beginning of the public hearing on February 18, 2015, NSPI and the 

Intervenors filed a Consensus document with the Board which outlined an agreement 

resolving a number of issues. The Consensus document provided that NSPI would 

withdraw Routine T01 0 - Transmission Right-of-way Widening pending conclusion of 

the Board's Post-tropical Storm Arthur proceeding. It also provided that the parties will 

engage in a consultative process regarding reliability, economic analysis, long-term 

planning, and improvements in future ACE Plan filings. 

[1 05] The Board has prepared Schedule "A" which shows the status of the 2014 

ACE Plan projects which remained outstanding after the 2014 hearing. Schedule "C" 

lists the projects for 2015 which NSPI intends to submit for later approval. Both of these 

Schedules are for information purposes only. 

[1 06] The Board approves the projects and capital expenditures set out in 

Schedule "B". Should any of them be cancelled or deferred, NSPI is required to 

resubmit them for Board approval. The Board also approves the 2015 Routine capital 

expenditures with the exception of T01 0, noted above, and the General Plant Routine 

item regarding the Discovery Centre, as requested by NSPI. 

[1 07] The Board approves the Consensus document as filed. The Board agrees 

that NSPI should lead the consultative process, as suggested by the parties. The Board 
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wishes to maintain staff neutrality. Board staff and Counsel will participate as 

appropriate. Should an issue be required to be referred to the Board due to a lack of 

consensus through consultations, the reference to the Board is to be made by June 15, 

2015. 

[1 08] The Board directs NSPI to continue the provision of the electronic 

database in future ACE Plan filings, as agreed by Mr. Sidebottom. 

[1 09] The Board approves NSPI's request to change the rate for AFUDC, which 

is set at the rate of 7.19%, for 2015 capital expenditures. 

[11 0] The Board does not adopt the request of the SBA for NSPI to update its 

revenue requirement model to a ten year total rate outlook in future ACE Plan 

applications. NSPI should continue its consultations with stakeholders on how to 

simplify the goal, and calculation, of the revenue requirement model, using a five-year 

projection. 

[111] The Board directs NSPI to discuss any changes to the CEJC, including 

the change in ranking for generation projects used in this ACE Plan, and any changes 

for future ACE Plan methodologies with stakeholders before submitting them to the 

Board. Further, the Board directs that NSPI is not to use any change in ranking 

methodologies without prior Board approval. 

[112] NSPI is directed to make application to the Board on or before June 15, 

2015, for amendment of the CEJC regarding the change in ranking for generation 

projects in this ACE Plan. 
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[113] The Board directs NSPI to include in its LED capital work order 

(CI# 40320) the impact of the inclusion in rate base of the capital spending prior to 

Board approval has had on earnings. 

[114] Since the Board has a number of concerns with this project, the Board 

expects to see a capital work order for LED streetlights in the near future. 

[115] An Order will issue accordingly. 

DATED at Halifax, Nova Scotia, this 51
h day of May, 2015. 

/ 
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SCHEDULE "A" ----------------
Status of the 2014 ACE Plan Projects 

Projects NSPIIntended to Submit Later (2014 Schedule "C") 

Cl Number Title Status 

Generation 

44248 HYD- MacMillan Dam D-7 Refurbishment APPROVED 

43067 HYD - Cheticamp Dam D-1 Refurbishment APPROVED 

41142 HYD - St. Margaret's Fish Passage Submitted 

44978 HYD - Wreck Cove Automation Deferred to 2015 

44669 HYD- Wreck Cove Fire Suppression Upgrades Pending Submission 

33142 CT - Burnside #4 Unit Restoration Deferred to 2015 

29065 CTS BGT Replace Halon Fire Protection System Deferred to 2015 

43155 CT - BGT2 Air Intake Structure Refurbishment Deferred to 2016 

30162 POT- Bunker C Tank Refurbishment Submitted 

44730 TRE5 Turbine Main and Control Valves Refurbishments Deferred to 2015 

42728 Unit Lay-up Program 
Submission no longer 

required 

45180 ICP - Rail Line Bridge Work Cancelled 

45392 TRE Bunker C System Refurbishments APPROVED 

45178 ICP - Rail Centre Shop Roof 

45326 LIN1 PAC System Improvements 

45327 LIN2 PAC System Improvements 
Submission no longer 

required 

45328 LIN3 PAC System Improvements 

45329 LIN4 PAC System Improvements 

Transmission 

43324 L6513 Rebuild I Upgrade Line Terminals Deferred to 2015 

43678 
Separate L8004/L7005 on Canso Crossing Double Circuit 
Tower 

Deferred to 2015 

45066 Upgrade L6511 and L7019 Thermal Rating Deferred to 2015 

44987 L7003 Upgrades Deferred to 2015 

45306 George Street Substation Addition Deferred to 2015 

45067 67N Onslow 345 KV Node Swap Submitted 
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43291 Protection Risk Reduction 67N-Onslow 230KV APPROVED 

44984 9C Aberdeen Transmission Line Installation APPROVED 

44970 2014 Steel Tower Refurbishments Cancelled 

Distribution 

45027 535N - Powell Road Partial Conversion Phase 1 
Submission no longer 

required 

General Plant 

44671 IT - Oracle Financials Upgrade Cancelled 

45106 IT - Printer Fleet Refresh Submitted 

44713 IT- Safety Health and Wellness Tracking System Cancelled 

45036 ArcMap Design Software Pending Submission 
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SCHEDULE "B" 
2015 ACE Plan Approved Projects 

Title 2015 Budget Project Total 

Generation 

41139 HYD - Annapolis Sluiceway Superstructure Refurbish. $1 ,615,767 $3,410,322 

43066 HYD - Little Indian Dam I Mill Lake Upgrade $1 ,188,480 $1 ,409,587 

43607 HYD - Malay Falls #5 Unit Overhaul $780,932 $1 ,077,255 

46594 HYD Sissiboo Falls Overhaul $817,153 $817,153 

45370 HYD - WRC Unit 1 Excitation System $578,113 $578,113 

44667 HYD Upper Lake Falls Unit #1 Overhaul $477 ,533 $477,533 

44267 TRE Ash Lagoon Site Closure $4,571 '161 $7,994,849 

44188 TRE Ash Site Phase 1 Capping $2,093,285 $4,538,289 

46299 TRE6 Boiler Refurbishments $873,652 $873,652 

46256 POT - Boiler Refurbishment 2015 $780,097 $780,097 

46451 PHB Boiler Refurbishment 2015 $673,602 $673,602 

46302 TRE5 Boiler Refurbishments $647,845 $647,845 

46467 LIN3 - Division Wall Replacement $635,747 $635,747 

46352 TRE5 Air Heater Refurbishments $527,994 $527,994 

46469 LIN4 - Boiler Refurbishment 2015 $501 ,938 $501 ,938 

46470 LIN1 - Boiler Refurbishment 2015 $496,369 $496,369 

46463 LIN3 - Air Heater Refurbishment $477,566 $477,566 

44191 POT Coal Nozzle and Bucket Replacement $409,515 $570,309 

46472 LIN3 - Boiler Chemical Treatment $387,649 $387,649 

46394 POT - Air Heater Steam Coil Replacement -North Side $361 ,514 $361,514 

46482 LIN3 Burner Front Refurbishment $299,261 $299,261 

46508 LIN2 Boiler Refurbishment $289,345 $289,345 

41645 TRE6 Bottom Ash Seal Replacement $214,383 $307,499 

42806 LIN3 L-0 Turbine Blade Replacements $3,881 ,826 $4,157,741 

43094 LIN3 HT Fastener Replacement $868,348 $868,348 

44730 TRE5 Turbine Valves Refurbishment $752,160 $752,160 

46336 POT Turbine Valve Refurbishment $616,865 $616,865 
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46473 TUC3 - Turbine Valve Refurbishment $609 ,870 $609,870 

46464 TUC1 - Turbine Valve Refurbishment $541 '162 $541 ,162 

43088 LIN3 Generator Rotor Rewind $1 ,901 ,480 $1 ,901,480 

40363 LIN3 High Voltage Bushing Refurbishment $628,531 $628,531 

46484 TUC - Unit 1 &2 Analytical Panel Replacement $386,607 $386,607 

46496 LIN3 Analytical Panel Replacement $276,756 $276,756 

41227 LIN3 Condenser Large Bore Pipe and Valve Refurb. $1 ,299,329 $1 ,299,329 

28288 POT Turbine Supervisory Equipment Upgrade $822,535 $822,535 

43031 POT - #5 HP Feedwater Heater Replacement $811,277 $812,644 

46055 LIN - Coal Mill Refurbishment 2015 $736,546 $736,546 

46301 TRE6 6A 6B Mills Refurbishment $665,045 $665,045 

46392 POT - Plant Siding Replacement $547,659 $547,659 

46058 LIN Coal Plant Structural Refurbishment - Phase 1 $516,818 $516,818 

46395 TRE5 Baghouse Filter Replacements 2015 $489,517 $489,517 

46070 LIN3 Bottom Ash Replacement $475,908 $475,908 

46372 POT - Coal Mill Overhauls $418,292 $418,292 

45851 POT - Stack Repairs $349,165 $381 ,316 

45246 LIN Cooling Water MCC Refurbishment $295,667 $327,633 

46057 LIN - CW Screen Refurbishment 2015 $292,634 $292,634 

46293 LIN Coal Bunker Chute Refurbishment $291 ,730 $291 ,730 

45116 CT - BGT1 GG4C-1 D Engine Refurbishment $1 '168, 167 $1 ,168,167 

20511 
CT - Victoria Junction Replace Halon Fire Protection $268,467 $268,467 
System 

Transmission 

46339 120H Brushy Hill - SVC Controls Replacement $3,689,176 $9,959,330 

46513 3C Port Hastings BPS Upgrade $2,795,730 $3,684,823 

46340 2015 Transmission Switch & Breaker Replacements $1 ,581 ,599 $1 ,581 ,599 

43490 2015 Steel Tower Life Extension $641 ,709 $1 ,441,709 

43267 13V Gulch Hydro Replace 13V-GT1 and 13V-VR1 $1,061 ,902 $1 ,061 ,902 

44976 1 OH 25kV Breaker Replacement $953,521 $953,521 

46583 L6511 Replacements $905,745 $905,745 

46331 L7001 Replacements - Phase 2 $888,192 $888,192 
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46335 L5511 Replacements $722,934 $722,934 

44979 L5527 Structure Replacements $721 ,068 $721 ,068 

46362 L5560 Transmission Line Reconductor $626,895 $626,895 

46353 2015 Substation Recloser Replacements $596,893 $596,893 

43261 6V-GT1 Hollow Bridge Hydro Transformer 
$550,938 $550,938 Replacement 

46337 L6535/L6551 Insulator Replacements $459,422 $459,422 

46354 2015 Reactor Breaker Replacements $460,691 $460,691 

46582 L5569 Upgrade $369,032 $369,032 

46356 2015 Sacrificial Anode Installation Program $304,612 $304,612 

Distribution 

46292 2015 Padmount Transformer Replacement Program $1 ,536,110 $1 ,536,110 

46458 16N-302 Stewiacke Reconductor $592,084 $965,830 

43234 1 04S-313 Baddeck Rebuild $778,470 $778,470 

46576 2015 PCB Phase-out for Pole Top Transformers $733,503 $733,503 

45031 3N Oxford Conversion Phase 1 $716,167 $716,167 

46457 79V-401 Cameron Lake Voltage Conversion $282,166 $637,939 

46456 11W Yarmouth 4kV Conversion $295,167 $545,514 

46304 20W-311 Argyle Sound Reconductor $430,435 $430,435 

46251 36V-303 Saxon Double Circuit $425,838 $425,838 

43203 58C-405 I 11 C Belle Cote Phase 1 $339,419 $339,419 

45003 2015 Hydraulic Recloser Replacements $260,524 $260,524 

General Plant 

46307 2015 Multiplexer Network Upgrades $446,538 $446,538 

46308 2015 Microwave System Capacity Upgrade $316,142 $316,142 

46306 2015 Telecom Building Replacement $251 ,727 $251 ,727 

46365 Maximo Enhancements for Substation Field Mobility $315,242 $315,242 

46364 Maximo Enhancements for Telecom & Relays $170,598 $272,539 

46050 Operator Training Simulator $358,284 $531 '119 

46657 Wire Inspection Services - Analyzer Replacement $448,300 $448,300 

TOTAL APPROVED AMOUNT $65,638,037 $83,627,912 
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SCHEDULE "C" 
2015 ACE Plan Projects NSPI Intends to Submit Later 

Cl Number 2015 Budget Project Total 

Generation 

41142 HYD - St. Margaret's Fish Passage $2,900,021 $3,433,314 

44978 HYD-Wreck Cove Automation $874,891 $2,379,999 

40283 HYD - Wrights Lake Dam Refurbishment $1 ,967,723 $2,242,751 

41130 HYD - Avon #2 Generator Stator Rewind $620,353 $694,096 

45171 HYD-Avon 1 Pipeline Replacement $467,755 $547,780 

46232 HYD- WHR Pipeline Replacement $458,493 $538,454 

33142 CT- Burnside #4 Unit Restoration $3,094,420 $3,469,160 

44775 CT - TUC#4 LM6000 Generator Rotor Re-wedge $691 ,046 $803,594 

46506 LM6000 - Noise Mitigation $707,491 $707,491 

46483 CT - Tusket Control System Upgrade $441 ,816 $441 ,816 

44752 BGT1 - Generator Rotor Retaining Ring Replacement $357,869 $357,869 

29065 CT - BGT Replace Halon Fire Protection System $234,780 $356,682 

46507 LM6000 - Fuel Nozzle Ratable Kit $295,772 $295,772 

45117 BGT1 - PLC and Field Device Control Upgrade $253,768 $253,768 

46068 LIN CW Debris Removal System $1 ,575,866 $1 ,575,866 

46300 TRE6- Air Heater Refurbishment $752,215 $752,215 

44536 LIN3 HP Rows 1 &2 Replacement $706,791 $706,791 

46466 TUC2 - Rotary Airheater Refurbishment $439,946 $439,946 

46655 ICP Mile 10.1 Bridge Repairs $377,279 $377,279 

Transmission 

46591 88S Lingan Replace 230kV GIS $3,274,637 $23,510,262 

43324 L6513 Rebuild/upgrade line terminals $12,735,850 $23,429,902 

43678 
Separate L8004/L7005 on Canso Crossing Double $1 ,367,669 $1 0, 797,354 
Circuit Tower(DCT) 

41519 Harbour East 138 kV Transmission Line $497,838 $8,793,272 

44987 L7003 Lidar Upgrades $2,871 ,847 $6,885,817 

45053 69KV Structure Replacements West $290,836 $4,495,729 
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45306 George Street Substation Addition $2,431,743 $4,300,627 

45066 Upgrade L6511 and L7019 Thermal Rating $3,219,774 $3,693,033 

46587 Metro Voltage Support Add Capacitor $1,499,915 $2,522,277 

46586 2015 PCB Removal - Substation $1 ,262,087 $1 ,262,087 

46333 L6538 Replacements $500,375 $1 ,019,443 

45795 L6503 Upgrade $780,641 $780,641 

46332 L6539 Replacements $736,393 $736,393 

41438 85S Cable Termination Replacement Wreck Cove $616,959 $616,959 

Distribution 

40320 LED Street Light Conversion $7,280,062 $40,609,354 

44749 Tiverton Tower Refurbishment $935,802 $1 ,281 ,771 

44836 Halifax 4kV Conversion Part 2 $581,405 $842,670 

46651 23H-303G Rockingham Conversion Part 1 $266,008 $572,750 

46398 20H Spryfield Voltage Conversion $329,169 $444,970 

43218 88W-323HA Tusket Islands Phase 3 $286,911 $286,911 

General Plant 

46552 Backbone Communications System Upgrade $1 ,189,999 $12,525,792 

46075 IT- Maximo Upgrade $1,198,973 $1 ,198,973 

46739 IT- Outage Map Technology Upgrades $982,880 $1 ,023,269 

41425 IT- Cognos Upgrade $323,498 $526,740 

46411 AMO Hydro Asset Management PE $205,643 $376,637 

46073 IT- Lotus Notes Applications Replacement $308,782 $308,782 

46671 CIP v5 Cyber System Systems $730,200 $730,200 

TOTAL AMOUNT $63,924,189 $173,947,254 
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